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'in return for your tribute'. Pimiko is evidently Himeko,
'sun-daughter' or princess, and Korean chronicles tell us
that she sent asking for help against her enemies. As to the
Chinese claim that she sent tribute it embodies the stock
official reply to all foreign embassies, from the Han to the
end of the Manchu eras, two thousand years, and we may
be sure that Himeko and her successors took it very much
more seriously than did George III.
Himeko can be identified with Jingo, widow of the
Emperor Chuai, who is credited with the invasion of Silla,
South Korea; but who more probably sought alliances with
its ruler as she did with the Chinese. She reigned from
about a.d. 201 to 270, when her son Ojin succeeded her.1
A man of peace, he carried on her policy of alliances with
the mainland, imported Korean scholars to teach his sons,
and encouraged others to settle and impart their civiliza-
tion to the islanders. His castle near Osaka on the Inland
Sea stood where is now the Shrine of Hachiman, the God
of War with whom he is identified: and while he remains
one of the types of early ruler he is sufficiently clear-cut
as an historic personage to mark a distinct era, that of the
spread of Chinese and Korean civilization to Japan. Begin-
ning with the Han it went on for another five or six hun-
dred years, for the soul of Japan turned to China as to a
lodestar—'as the birds migrate', says a Japanese historian*
The Han era was indeed a pattern for much of Asia.
Japanese alliances with Paikche—one of the three Korean
kingdoms, brought scholars to their help: Akichi, Wani,
and others whose coming marks an era in history. Now
records after the Chinese style were kept, and the throne
was strengthened to fit Chinese ideas, and the emperors
sometimes imitated Chinese ideals.
Ojin's son and successor Nintoku (a.d. 313—99) was a
friend of the common people: he is credited with saying
'Their poverty is our poverty, their well-being is our well-
being*, and with neglecting his own palaces till his people
1 These traditional dates are being critically studied* Prof, Kume puts Jingo
about a.d. 350.

